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HEALTH OF LONDON DURING THE WEEK.
TIlE Mon,1;ALITY for last week shows bat a small reduction on the previous return, which was
,_, rather -high. In the week that ended. on -Saturday the number of deaths registered in London
~
1162.' In the ten corresponding weeks of the-years 1843-52 "the average number was 1023, r.
which., if .raised)n
proportion to increase. of population, becomes 1125. Therefore the actual
mortality somew&t exceeded the estimated' amount.
r
It is satisfactorY_ to-perceive that the mortality from cholera was not so great as in the foUr '
previous wee~the
number <fir deaths having fallen to 72, while that from diarrhe-a was only 36~.'
L Ih the three weeks of November cholera carried off 102, 98, and 72 persons. The mean weekly
temperature, whicn rose ~ high as 55' 5° in the last week of OCtober, declined in the two subsequent'
weeks to 48'9° and 40'7°, and last week fell so low as 38'5°,
Of last week's deaths from cholera,
5 occurred in the West Districts, 11 in the North, 3 in the Central, 20 in the East, and 88 in the
Qistricta On the South Sideof the River. The cases are here given in detail :-

.

WEST DISTRICTS.

Population 376427. Deaths from cholera 5.

13 Elms-lane, on 20th September, the Son of a tailor,
.one. year~ "~llstion
consequent upon an attack of cholera."
._,
.
; -Kensingt.on Town.-At Elm-cottages, on 13th November, the wife of a gardener,
cholera maligna (50 hours), after instrumental delivery. Labour supervened Onthe attaek •.
the medical attendant, concludes a minute and interesting account (which is however of a
;:.-;etnet:llC2llcharacter), of this case and that of the husband, who recovered, as follows :-" The cottage in
these poor people dwelt is one of 4, containing 2 rooms each, which look as if they had forbeen built out in the fields, when Netting-hill was only the country, and not as now a part of
They are -situated to the North of the High-street, and overshadowed in front hy a
; they are damp; there is no thorough ventilation; 2 dirty water butts, uncovered and
~e.'I:posed. to the air and dust, supply the wljjer to the 4 cottages; and although the inmates number
20'souls, men, women, and children, only, one privy affords them all accommodation, On'
them again since these remarks were penned, and in consequence of what has occurred, that the proprietors are now bestirring themselves, the privy and cesspool having been reand one watercloset laid on; but as this empties its contents into an open drain, running
_
towards the surrounding neighbourhood, it is only expelling the poison from one spot
'CWtUSe it more widely. I have only in conclusion to say, that in order to prevent the poor fellow
being too suddenly made acquainted with his wife's death, and to promote his recovery, both
and his 4 children have been removed to the Kensington Workhouse."
the same sub-district, at Cooper's-gardens, on 17th November, the daughter of a labourer,
_t-m~-~-eholera
infantnm (3 days)."
NQ'''V'·' .•..I1,•••·;
St. Peter Hammersmitlt.--At 9 South-street, on 13th N-ovember, a shoemaker,
28 years, •• cholera, exhaustion (6 days)."
A.E:NSIN(~T()'N;
St. Paul HammclInnitlL.-At 9 Key's-terrace, Church-lane, on 15th November,
daughter ofa labourer, aged 25 years, "diarrhrea (15 hours), cholera Asiatica (16 hours)."
KENSINGTON;

Sf. John, Paddington.-At

Populatien

4903:96.

Deaths from cholera 11.

~.uJ"'.o~,,,
.•• ; Ail Souls.-At 80 Charlotte-street, on 12th November, the widow of a carpenter,
5()y~
"cholei'a maligna, secondary fever."
u .••
""",,~j
'The Rtct(}ry.-At 10 Paradise street, on 11th November, the wife of a bricklayer,
~
•• Engli8h cholera (7 days)."
'tOe .jeme 6G~istfict, ,at 24 Spring-street, on 14th November, the son of a sweeper, age4.,
" cholera tS-ti hours)."

~~l
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE WEEKLY RETURN.
CHOLERA

AND THE

LONDON WATER SUPPLY.

In 1849 cholera destroyed 14,137 persons in London out of.a population of nearly
2,300,000, who lived, in some parts thickly planted, in others widely diffused, on
an area of 122 square miles. The .rate of mortality was not uniform over this
surface; it differed widely, and with only a few exceptions was not in any two
registration districts alike; in other words, taking an equal number of inhabitants,
say 10,000, the epidemic was fatal to more persons in some places than in others,
the numbers varying from 205 at Rotherhithe to 8 in the regions of Hanoversquare, May Fair, and Paddington. This differencebetween two extreme rates of
mortality is great, but is not more remarkable than the disparity, that immediately strikes the mind, in. the whole life and condition of the two classes 2!population; the former swarming on the water's edge, enveloped in smoke arid
dirt, the latter occupying a more elevated site, breathing a purer atmosphere,
commanding better water, better drainage, and all iPpliances by which dwellings
are made wholesomeand comfortable. It must be an object to trace the shifting
rate of mortality throughout its entire range, and to ascertain to what extent its
diversity of effect is produced by appreciable causes,-by elements which unite in
proportions, always changing with locality, to form physical condition. It wits
shown in the Registrar-General's Report on cholera, that elevation of soil was the
most constant and striking in its results; and that the influence of water supply,
density of population, and wealtb- could also be detected in the progress of th~epidemic. But it is evident that to estimate exactly the .value of any of the~e/
forces, it is necessary to obtain similar conditions as regards the rest; for example,
to measure the effect of good or bad water supply, it is requisite to find two
classes of inhabitants living' on the same level, moving in equal space, enjoying
an equa1 share of the means of subsistence, engaged in the same pursuits, but
.differing in this respect.--athat one drinks water from Battersea, the other from Kew.
If such a district ~s th~t of Russell and Tavistock squares, or such a rookery as
that of St. Giles was in 1849, had extended from the river to Hampstead, the
effect of elevation would have been less marked, though still considerable; whom
happiness or misery has equalled, place would less exalt above its equals. But.".!
of such experimenta crucis the circumstances of London do not admit; for it will
be found generally that the poorest and lowest, if not densest districts, use the
worst water: When men have made their fortunes on wharves and other active
scenes of commerce,they retire upwards to comfortable mansions, carry with them
wealth and intelligence, purchase the greatest amount of engineering skill, pump
the best water into their kitchens and lavatories, make wide streets, plant gardens
in their squares, or breathe the freer atmosphere of the parks. Hence it follows
that the above-mentioned elements of condition are masked more or less by one
another. But the effects of elevation are sufficiently distinct, and it has been
shown in former weekly returns, that they agree, as ascertained in 1849, with thv'
facts, still comparatively few, of the present epidemic. And if impure substancer;,
which have been previously extruded from our habitations as unfit to be retained
among living beings, are thrown back amongst us, mixed with the water intended
for domestic uses, it is certain that such mismanagementwill not be favourable to'
health. In this ease also the effects will be localized, and will be read, it may be
expected, in the register books of the district. The results of investigation on
this point in ·1849 are summed up as follows:-The mortality from cholera was
lowest, in districts which have their water chiefly from the Thames, 80 high as
Hammersmith and Kew. The mortality was greatest in districts which derive
their water from the Thames so low as Battersea and Hungerford Bridge. The./'
districts of the New River occupy an intermediate station. In 6 districts supplied
_OJ
from Kew and Hammersmith 15 in 10,000 inhabitants died, and the mortality
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ranged --£rom-·810 33. In i&dis~ct8 supplied from the Amwell,· -tht'h ~
the
Ravensboume, 48 in 10,000 inha-1>itantsdied of cholera, and the mortality ranged
from 19 to 96. In the 12 districta supplied from the most impure part of theRiver between Battersea and Waterloo Bridge 123 in 10,000 died, and the mortality.
ranged from 28 to 205. Elevation or depression of site co-operated with the .
quality of water to produce these relative, results; the mortality or the. third groutfj
of districts was three times as great as in the second, though. the density of
population' in the third (73 persons to an acre) was little more than hall ofw~
it. was in the second. .
. '.'
Since 1849 public attention has been much drawn to the importance of obtaInirig
a better supply of water to the metropolis, and in 1851 and 1852 Select Committees
of the House of Commons were appointed to inquire into the subject,over the
former of ,,:hich Sir James ~raham preside~ over the latter Mr. Bec~e~t. .,A la~~e
mass of evidence was obtained from parties favourable to: the existing state bf
things, and from others who advocated an entire change, bi whfuh the nUIn~US
independent companies would have been superseded, and the Metropolis subjecied \
to a uniform system of water supply. As the result of inquiry, an Act (15 & 16
Vict. cap. 84.) was obtained by Government in 1852 "to make better provision
respecting the supply or water to the Metropolis." It enacts that af~er 31st A~~
1855 it shall not be lawful for any company to supply London witll'warerfrom
~f
the Thames 'below Teddington Lock, or from any part of its tn"buiary
streams below the highest tidal point. All extension of the period for one year' is
granted to the Chelsea Company. All reservoirs for storing water for domestic
purposes, within a distance of 5 miles from St. Paul's, must be covered, except
those containing water which, after it is discharged, will be subjected to proper
filtration. All water for domestic use must be conducted through pipes or covered
aquedncts; and unless it has been pumped from wells into covered reservoirs or
aqueducts, it must be ~~ected
to effectual filtration before it is passed into theft
pipes for distribution.
hen the sources of supply are changed, the same must 'be
approved by the Boar of Trade; and if 20 householders taking in the water
~ny company address a memorial to \his Board,. complaining of the quantity or
quality of the water, the Board will cause an inquiry to be made into the grounds
of complaint. The overseers of the poor in any parish, with consent of the vestry,
may require owners or occupiers of houses to procure a supply of water at a rate
not exceeding 3d. per week for each house, recoverable from the owner, after a.
deduction allowed by the company of 20 per cent.
..
_
Vested interests remain undisturbed; but the question of public health is paramount; companies are on their trial, and the retention of their powers will depend .
on, the goodwill and ability with which they discharge a public trust. The plague
which has swept Europe for the third time has revisited our shores, and threatens
the country at many points from London to Arbroath, and if it find auxiliaries
within the lines may conquer a permanent settlement for itself. In consideration
of the importance of good water in a sanatory view, the Registrar-General
_A

••

-:

or-

V

addressed a.letter·

to the several companies to ascertain how far in this respect
••

'* Sir,
General Register Office, 13th October 1853.
The Registrar General will feel obliged if you will answer the accompanying inquiries for the
public information.
• •
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
To the Secretary of
Water Company.
(Signed)
T. M..L~.
1. 'What is the source from which the Water Company obtains the water for the supply of the
London districts? If wholly or partly from a river or rnnning stream, state at what point the
snpply is taken.
2. Is it the same as it was in 1849 ?
3. Are the methods of filtration and purification the same as those in use in 1849 ?
4. Is the area of supply the same?
5. If any changes have been made in either of the above particulars, what are the date and nature
of those changes?
~. If any change is contemplated in the existing arrangements, what is its nature, and when it is
likely to come into operation ?

(...

~
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.the position of the metropolis to meet an emergency has been improved, He ha~
been favoured~. romptly and courteously with answers by the directors of eight of
the companies, nd the substance of the information. obtained is presented in
following abs .act: .
. .

th;--

..

•••

.

. i

THE HAMPSTEAD
WATERCOMPANY
supply with water part of St. Pancras..
.. ~
The sources of supply are-( 1) springs at Hampstead and Kenwood; (2) two artesian wells; (3) temporarily the New River.
The sources of supply are the same as in 1849.
The area of supply is the same as in that year.
.
. The methods of filtration and purification are the same as in 1849.
The Company are now 'boring through the chalk stratum of the London basin,
in the expectation of finding an abundant supply of pure water in th~ green sand
formation, and are making arrangements for carrying out the provisions of the Act
of 1852 for improving the supply of water to the metropolis. .
•
THE NEW RIVER CO::lIPANY
supply with water" all or parts "of the City of
London and Westminster, and of the following parishes and places :-St. Ma.rtinin-the=Eields, St. Paul Covent Garden, St. Mary-le-Strand,
St. Clement Dane,
Savoy Precinct, St. -Iolm-the-Baptiet Savoy Strand, St. James Westminster~
St. Anne Soho, Rolls Liberty, St. Andrew Holborn above the Bars and St. George
the Martyr, Saffron Hill, Hatton Garden, Ely Rents, Ely Place, St. Sepulchre
Without Middlesex, St. Giles-iu-the-Fields and St. George Bloomsbury, St. James
and St: John Clerkenwell, St. Luke Middlesex, St. Mary Islington, St. Pancras,
Holy Trinity Minories, St. Katherine Precinct (Docks), St. Mary Whitechapel,
Christchurch
Spitalfields, Norton Folgate, St. Leonard Shoreditch, St. John
Hackney, St. Mary Hornsey, St, Mary Stoke Newington, Highgate Hamlet,
St. John Hampstead, St. BotolphAldgate Without, Inner Temple, Middle Temple.
Thavies Inn, Staple Inn, Barnard'sInn,
Lincoln's Inn, and Gray's Inn.
The sources of supply are-( 1) Chadwell Spring, near Ware iu Hertfordshire j
(2) River Lee, between Herjford and Ware, and at Tottenham ; (3) Water Shed of
Northall District; (4) yield of four deep wells sunk into the chalk in Middlesex
and Herts (two of the wells in the parish of Great Amwell).
The sources of supply are the same as in 1849.
The amount of supply has been increased since 1849, by water taken from the
Lee at Tottenham Mills. The area of supply has been extended since 1849 to
Hampstead, Highgate, and part of Finchley.
An Act was obtained in 1852 to enable the Company to improve their supply,
to construct additional reservoirs for filtering and storing water, and other works.
Under this Act the Company are completing a treaty for land on which to form
their filtering reservoirs, and other alterations of an extensive character are in
progress.
The new works must be completed within five years after the passing of the
Act, i.e, by 30th June 185'7.
THE GRilc'D JUN'CTIONWATER COMPANYchiefly supply the sub-districts of
Psddington, Hanover-square, and May Fair, and the greater part of the district
bf St.• Tames Westminster.
The source of supply is the Thames, 360 yards above Kew Bridge.
It is the same as it was in 1849.
The methods of filtration and purification are the same.
The area of supply has been considerably extended northward and westward in
the parishes of Paddington, Kensington, Hammersmith, and Chiswick, and is in
course of extension to the parishes of Ealing, New Brentford, Isleworrh, and
Heston.
The Company obtained an Act in 1852, empowering them to change their source
of supply from near Kew Bridge to a spot in the Thames between Hampton and
Sunbury about six miles above Teddington Lock, and a mile and a half Po bove
Moulsey Lock. The water will be pumped from depositing reservoirs at Hampton
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through a 33-inch main to the Kew Bridge Works, where additional depositing and
filtering reservoirs to the 'extent of more than six acres are being formed. The
area. of depositing reservoirs will be thereby increased from It acre to rather more.
than 5 acres, and that of filtering reservoirs from 2i acres to rather more than
5 acres. The new works are now in process of construction, and though the Act
allows the Company till August 18.5.5for their completion, it is expected that they
will be prepared to commence operations in September 1854.
THE CHELSEAW ATER CO~IPANYsupply the Belgrave sub-district of St. George
Hanover-square and the districts of Chelsea and Westminster.
The source of supply is the Thames, near the Red House, Battersea; the water
is taken near mid-stream, between half-ebb tide and low water.
The source of supply is the same as it was in 1849.
The method of filtration is the same as in that year, but the system has been extended and improved.
•
The supply has been extended, since 1849, to new buildings erected within the
limits of the Company's Act.
An Act was obtained last Session, authorizing new works, which are now in
progress. It provides for the completion of the works within four years. The
supply will be drawn from the Thames at Seething Wells above Kingston.
The
water will be filtered, and the reservoirs covered.

THE WEST MIDDLESEXWATER COMPA..
.•u supply Marylebone and a small part
of Hampstead.
The source of supply is the Thames at Barnes, about a mile and a quarter above
Hammersmith Bridge.
The source is the same as in 1849 ; but the water of this part of the river has
necessarily become impurer by the increase of sewage.
The method of purification is the same as in ] 849 ; viz., by subsidence in twolarge reservoirs at Barnes.
The Company have two other reservoirs, one at
Kensington and one at Barrow Hill. The water is not filtered.
The area of supply has been extended northward and westward, to include
110UseS newly built.
•
An Act was obtained in 1852, and under it and the Metropolis Water Supply
Act of the same year changes are now being effected with as much speed as possible,
both as regards the source and the mode of purification.
After 31st August 1855
the water will be derived from the Thames at Hampton.
Filter beds at Barnes
are nearly completed, and will be immediately used for the water as now obtained.
A new main from Hampton to Barnes is being laid, and the reservoirs at Kensington and Barrow Hill will be covered.

-

THE EA.STLo~"'DONWATER COMPA..."'l'Y'S
WORKS comprise, within the limits of
supply, the following parishes, townships, &c. :-Stratford-Ie-Bow,
St.John Hackney,
St. Mary Islington, St. Matthew Bethnal-green, St. Mary Whitechapel, St. George'sin-the-East, St. John Wapping, St. Paul Shadwell, St. Dunstan Stepney, St. Ann
Limehouse, Christchurch Spitalfields, St. Botolph Aldgate, Bishopgate Within,
Bishopgate Without, St. Luke Old -street, St. Leonard's Shoreditch, Newington,
Tottenham, Ratcliffe, Mile End Old Town, Mile End New Town, Poplar, -Old
Ford, Homerton, Upper Clapton, Lower Clapton, Stamford Hill, Dalston, Kingsland, Shacklewell, Holloway, West Ham, Bow, Bromley, Mile End, Stepney, and
places near thereto; and WaUhurn Abbey, Waltham Holy Cross, Ching ford,
Walthamstow, Woodford, Ley ton, Low Ley ton, Leytonstone, Wanstcd, East Ham,
Barking, Great Ilford, Little Tlford, Romford, Chigwell, Loughton, Dagenham, and
so much of the parish of Woolwich as is situate north of the Thames.
The source of supply is the River Lee at Lee Bridge.
It is the same' as in 1849.
The area. of supply is the same. The .company's mains are constantly being
extended to supply new houses.
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The means of filtration and purification are the same as in 1849.
Acts were obtained in 1852 and 1853 for enabling the compa.ny to execute
additional works to improve their supply, and for other purposes.
These works
are in active progress, and by a provision of the latter Act, must be completed by
August 1856.
..
~
TIlE LAMBETH WATER CmIPANY supply parts of Lambeth, of St. Saviour,
St. George, Southwark, Newington, and of Camberwell,
They obtain their water from the Thames at Thames Ditton, about a mile and a
half above Kingston, and three miles beyond the influence of the tide.
· The company discontinued the use of the works at Lambeth in January 1852,
and since that time their supply of water has been obtained wholly from Thames
Ditton.
The company have now large filtering beds at Thames Ditton, through which
the entire supply passes into the engine wells before it is pumped to the districts.
The district has been considerably increased under the company's Act obtained
in 1848, and the supplies of water have been extended to the priiicipal places named
in ~he 11 th section of that Act.

V

If

· . The SOUTHWARKAl'i"D VAUXHALLWATER CoMP.L~Y supply with water the districtr-;of Wandsworth, St. Olave, and Bermondsey.
(j
The
source
of
supply
is
the
Thames
at
Battersea,
near
the
Red
House.
,
It is the same as in 1849.
· The methods of filtration and purification are the same as in 1849.
The area of supply has been considerably increased since 1849; mains and pipes
have been laid. in the parishes of Wandsworth, Putney, and other outlying districts.
A complete change of the source of supply, and great additions to the means of
purification by extended and improved processes of deposit and filtration, are I~

~~~~.

\

-

By an Act passed in 1852 (15 & 16 Viet. Cap. 158.) the company obta-ined the
necessary powers to enable them to change their source of supply from Battersca to
Hampton.
In pursuance of the provisions of that Act the compapy havo made,....
considerable progress in the formation of large works between Hampton and Sunbury, at a point on the -stream of the Thames six miles above Teddington Lock,
and one and a half miles above Moulsey Lock. The water haying been first
deposited in reservoirs at Hampton will be brought to the company's works at
Battersea, where the area of the filtering reservoirs has been almost doubled 'with
the view of affording a slower and more perfect filtration.
....--The Act allowed three years from August 1852 for the execution of the new
works, but the contracts for the whole having been made immediately after the
passing of the Act} and being now in a rapid course of fulfilment, the works will
be completed and in operation one year within the time it prescribes.
RETURNS have not yet been received from the Kent, and Southwark and Kent
Companies.

1-

From the above reports it appears that cholera finds London, as regards water, in
the situation in which it left it. This holds true with reference to all except the
Lambeth VI' aterworks Company, who changed their source of supply nearly two
years ago from Lambeth to Thames Ditton; and from a Table subjoined it will be
seen that the results of the present epidemic in the districts supplied by that company, as compared with some others, are rather more satisfactory than they were in
1849, an improvement which, it is hoped, in the further course of events will be maintained.
But new works undertaken by other companies in accordance with recent
legislation arc in progress.
The return of cholera at an earlier period than was
anticipated furnishes a motive for increased acti viry in their operations.
1Yith
capital, public spirit, and natural advantages of locality, London may enjoy a pure
and copious supply of this first necessary of life, as wen as ,country towns and
villages, and more than some towns with municipal institutions, where the burgesses

~'~","!,"".:
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&ore too idle, or to busy, or too-poor to bring it from surrounding springs to their

doors. Manchester has set & good example, and it is only necessary that ihe
national intelligence should be generally awakened to the question, for this great
end - a good water supply- to be accomplished both in town and country.
Aggregate of Districts supplied
ehieffy by the respective
Water Companies.
Deaths

Elevation
in reet
above

Sources of Supply.

Water Companies.

Trinity
Highwater
Mark.

LoNDOS

Deaths from . to 100,000

Population.

Cholera
'Inhabitants.
in 12 Weeks
..
ending
Nov. 12.

626

~2362~6

27

---------1--------Hampstead
New River.
New River

-

Grand Junction

and

Springs at Hampstead and
Kenwood, two artesian
wells, and New River.

80

166956

6

4

-

At Chadwell Springs
in
Hertfordshire, from river
Lee. and four wells in
Middlesex and Herts,

76

634468

50

8

-

The Thames, 360 yards above
Kew Bridge.

38

109636

14

13

7

122147

22

18

18

134200

27

20

Chelsea

The Thames, at Battersea

Kent

-

The Ravensboume in KeI;lt

West Middlesex

-

The Thames, at Barnes

East London

-

The river
Bridge.

Lee,

at

-

72

277700

72

26

Lee

26

434694

124

29

'

Eambeth and Southwark,

The Thames, at Thames
Ditton and at Battersea.

1

'346363

193

56

Southwark

The Thames at Battersea

8

118267

100

85

17805

18

101

,

..

Southwark
Kent.

and

-

The Thames, at Battersea,
The Ravensbournein Kent,
and ditches and wells.

-

It is believed that through nearly the whole of this Table the impurity of the
waters with which the inhabitants of the several districts arc supplied is in nearly a
direct proportion to the mortality from cholera.
The 'water at St. Thomas's Hospital is thus described by the Professor of
Chemistry :The water as deli vcrcd atthe pipe in the Laboratory of St. Thomas's Hospital on
the 11tli November was quite turbid, as it usually is, and contained diffused through
it 1 "16 grains of vegetable matter, dried at a steam heat, consisting principally of
silica, the chief constituent of the shields of the lower class of plants. But as in its
moist state it contained at least two-thirds of its weight of water, we cannot estimate the filth in the water, which could be removed by filtration, at less than 3!
grains per gallon.
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